Newsletter
February 2018

School Director’s Message
Dear parents and children,
Welcome to Term 2! It is lovely to see old faces and some new
faces back in school!
Important Dates and Events
February 14

February 16

February
17-25

March 1



Care for All Things
Day in school
Chinese New Year
party in school.
Children are
invited to dress up
in the colour red
please. Parents
are not required to
attend.
Mid-Term break.
School will be
closed during this
time.





Macha Bucha Day.
School will be
closed on this day.

Notes
• BAMBI hosted playgroup for children
aged 3 months – 3 years every
Thursday 9.30-11.30am
•

Please remember to check your
child’s communication booklet each
day for teacher updates.



Many children have grown taller and their self-confidence
has blossomed too. Our Toddler class in particular, have
suddenly all become very talkative and keen to try out their
ever-growing vocabulary! Well done. We are pleased!
You may have also noticed that our school community has
grown this term, now representing over 10 nationalities which
we are very happy about. Mixing with classmates from a
variety of countries gives our pupils an exceptional
opportunity to open their minds to diversity and new ways of
seeing the world.
We are well into our study topics and thoroughly enjoying
them too. In Nursery we have studied a great deal of early
mathematics through our Animal in Books theme. Goldilocks
and the 3 Bears, involved a lot of pouring and mixing of real
porridge oats to feed our class teddy bears and there was
also much discussion of the concepts of big, medium and
small. Via The Hungry Caterpillar story, children learnt some
early science in the study of the transformation of caterpillars
to colourful butterflies. The lovely story of Walking in the
Jungle is Nursery’ s current focus and the classroom has
been decorated to resemble a jungle and is most exciting to
walk into.
In the Little Clouds class, Big and Small is the topic of study
and the little ones have matched small animal babies to their
bigger sized parents, they have thrown big and small balls
and they have LOVED singing and doing the actions to the
Big and Small song we regularly play to them.






In Kindergarten, Jobs People Do is the focus and pupils have taken turns to run imaginary
restaurants and be doctors healing sick class teddies so far, as well as progressing in their
mathematics exercise books and phonics work. Well done everyone!
It is Valentines Day as you know on February 14 and in school we have changed it to a Care for
All Things Day. Our Wednesday assembly during that week will focus on the importance of
kindness to the environment we live in, people less fortunate than ourselves and the animal world.
We will set up little donation boxes in school and would be very grateful for any contributions you
might be able to make. Any cat and/or dog food items you bring in will be forwarded to the worthy
work of The Voice Animal Foundation and any money contributions will be forwarded to the
Camillian Centre for Disabled Children.
It is Chinese New Year very soon too and we will have fun learning about the traditions behind it
and engaging in activities that are inspired by this colourful festival. There will be a party and dress
up day on Friday 16 January and we promise to take many photos of the event for you.

In the meantime, we wish you all a very prosperous, healthy and happy year of the dog!
As always let’s have fun and learn wonderful things at the same time.

Kind regards,
Mrs. Shayne
School Director

Kids’ Corner

Do you know the name of this kind and friendly
man who greets us everyday?
If you said khun Sum Ran you are correct! Come
as quickly as you can to receive a sticker prize
from Mrs Shayne!

Issue 4 / Term 1

Little Clouds
Dear Little Clouds parents and families,
Welcome back! In our Little Clouds class we’ve had a wonderful start to 2018 and the second
term! We have settled right back into our classroom routine and our new friends are settling in well
too. We’d like to welcome little Nathaniel and Elisabeth to Bright Skies – we are happy you are
both a part of our Little Clouds class!
We’ve been learning about all things Big and Small as our first topic of the term. The concept of
size is all around us and we’ve enjoyed exploring it more. We’ve learned a fun action song about
big and small things and the Little Clouds have been singing it throughout the day, even during
playtime! To help us understand the difference between big and small we have been doing lots of
activities and topic work like sorting toys into big and small categories and using big and small
spoons to measure pasta in our class’ Sensory Tray.
We are now looking forward to celebrating Chinese New Year and Care For All Things Day before
the half term holiday.
The Little Clouds are growing so much and many of them are much more steady on their feet than
before and so more talkative! They are also becoming more self-confident and independent. We
are so proud of your amazing progress. Well done, Little Clouds!
Miss Susan
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Nursery
Dear Nursery parents and families!
Welcome back! I hope you all had a safe and restful holiday with your family!
Term 2 is starting off strong and we are all getting back into the swing of things. It is nice to see
our friends again that we made last term and also meet many new faces! Welcome to our new
bees Kyla, Phob, Kristina, and Chen Chen! We are so happy to have you and we hope you have a
wonderful time with us this year!
Since we are getting back into the class routines, it’s helpful to practise these good habits at home
with your child: sharing with others, being polite to others, putting on our own shoes, and being
respectful to our environment. We can all work together to make our students the best they can
be!
Term 2 began with our new topic of study: Animal Stories. Each week we have been reading a
new story and exploring the different types of animals they feature- learning about what they eat,
what they look like and their different environments. The animal stories we have explored include
Goldilocks and The Three Bears, The Very Hungry Caterpillar, Walking Through the Jungle, and
Commotion in the Ocean. The students have been learning LOTS of vocabulary with this topic,
and it is fun to hear the kids walk around the school pointing out all of the animals they can
recognise!
We will soon be celebrating Chinese New Year and Care for All Things Day. It is exciting to learn
about different cultures, and we are looking forward to both these events.
Thank you for your continued support as we progress through this school
year!
Best wishes,
Miss April
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Kindergarten
Dear Kindergarten parents and families,
Welcome back!
I hope all of your families had a relaxing and fun holiday!
Our Kindergarteners have settled into their classroom very nicely
and have jumped back into their daily routines! It is wonderful to
see how much the children have grown and matured over the
break! Our class is growing too - with several new members this
term! Welcome to Ami, Ella and Nastia!
We have just completed our first topic of the term: Jobs People Do!
We had a great time transforming our classroom into a Bright Skies Restaurant, Hospital, and even
Dentist’s office! The children have really enjoyed becoming chefs, waiters, and doctors and dentists over
the past few weeks. To evaluate the progress of each child in this study theme, the children completed a
one-on-one assessment with me, during which I assessed the vocabulary, knowledge, and skills they
have learned over the past few weeks. This assessment task has been added to your child’s Portfolio
Folders.
Our Kindergarteners are working very hard to strengthen their fingers and hands to begin writing.
We practise writing our names every morning during Circle Time and I am very proud of how well each
child is doing, and can see improvements in their mark making and hand control each day.
After our Chinese New Year’s celebrations, we will move onto our next theme of study: Water, Water
Everywhere! which will be very enjoyable for the children I am sure. Great work so far, I am very proud of
all of the children’s accomplishments. Keep up the good work!
Best,
Ms. Kerrin
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Mandarin
Dear parents,
Ni hao! Welcome to Term 2 everyone! I am impressed with how tall and more mature my students
are after the Christmas holiday! I am also pleased to announce that our Mandarin group is
growing! Welcome to Phob, Kristina and Shirlyn this term!
The first topic of study this term is Animal Stories. Goldilocks and The Three Bears was our first
story book of study in this theme and we learnt vocabulary and facts about bears in Chinese, as
well as the concept of large, medium and small and the concept of hard and soft. The Very Hungry
Caterpillar was our second story, entailing us learning about many different foods, the days of the
week and how a caterpillar transforms to become a butterfly. We made a large play version of a
big caterpillar and we fed him play food everyday based on the story! The third story book was
Walking Through the Jungle and we studied the names of many jungle animals and how they
sound as well as discussing their body features. In class we especially like singing songs and
dancing. We have learnt the words and actions to The Three Bears, Caterpillar and Two Tigers
rhymes and songs so far!
We are going to learn the names of many ocean animals in the next story. Following that, we will
focus on Caring for All Things in our world on Bright Skies’ version of Valentines Day. Our biggest
annual event of the Mandarin class is Chinese New Year and we wish you all a wonderful,
prosperous and healthy year of the dog!
Xin nian kuai le!
Xie xie
Zhou lao shi
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Thai
Sa-was-dee pee mai ka!
Happy new year everyone!
Thai class has started fresh again after a nice holiday break. I am happy to see our children
singing our songs, like the Sawasdee song and good-bye song even louder and more confidently
now! My students can also put their hands together and say Sawasdee krub/ka nicely and I am
pleased about this. We have also started to understand the simple words and instructions that we
use regularly too. Well done everyone!
In tune with our general topics across the Nursery and Kindergarten classes, in the Animal stories
topic we learnt the words for elephants and birds. We made a hand print picture of an elephant
and we enjoyed singing a popular elephant song in Thai together. We also loved studying birds
and playing at counting 1-5 of the eggs featured in one of our story books.
In the Jobs People Do topic we learned about the work of teachers and made a nice card to
celebrate Teachers Day on January 16. We took turns to be shopkeepers and learned the names
of some unique Thai fruit by setting up a role play market stall where we practised asking for the
fruit we wanted to buy. We even made our own paper fruit baskets to store our play fruit purchases
in. These kinds of role play games are enjoyed by all and help children put the vocabulary they
acquire into a meaningful, realistic context.
It makes my day every time I see the children so happy and doing well in class. So, keep up the
good work everyone!
Khob khun ka
Khun Kru Poupee

